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"An Answer" has been in development for years. With something fueling it that can be summed up as a fascination with death and what awaits us in the afterlife. At a jumping point of Dante's Inferno, the tale has evolved and grown into the piece it is now. It carries with it influences of the myth of Orpheus, the role of religion in our lives, and personal morality.

For an audience, I do understand the surprise and upset in seeing these recognizable figures in our collective history relegated to residents of Hell. But in our minds, this is not a reflection of their lives or our personal judgement, but rather elemental ideals and emotions they anchored themselves with. Their lives, every one of them, altered history. Their contribution to history is how they weigh themselves. We're not here to absolve sins, but we believe that those who end up in Hell are the ones that believe they belong there, through whatever misdeeds or failures they take on themselves.

Lester Cole, in an interview years after his hearings with The House of UnAmerican Activities Commission, his imprisonment, and being blacklisted, shared this, "No, you can't be angry with history... I have to try, in every way I can, to make a contribution that will change history, however little. And I may succeed, and at times I have, at others I have failed... And that's part of life for people that are socially conscious." I believe that his mentality is at the core of what we hope to share with you onstage. We are socially conscious.

As we approach November here in Minnesota there is much debate over the constitutional amendment to ban same-sex marriage. Please, be socially conscious... And have our history in mind. We ask that everyone treat each other with the respect that humans deserve. Have a conversation, get to know an LGBT person, and understand the ramifications of this hurtful amendment.

Thanks for joining us and please watch for more from New Plastic Theatre.